NOTES:
1. FILTER IS SUPPLIED WITH ELECTRIC BALL VALVE AND RAIN BIRD CONTROLLER.
2. FILTER BODY IS STAINLESS STEEL.
3. FILTER FLUSH LINE (2" NPT CONNECTION) DISCHARGE TO ATMOSPHERE, MUST HAVE NO RESTRICTION OR PIPE UNDER SURFACE OF LAKE. (PLUMBING SUPPLIED BY OTHERS)
4. PLEASE ALLOW AN ADDITIONAL 20" OF SPACE TO INSTALL AND REMOVE THE PISTON ASSEMBLY

FLOW RATE: 1,500 GPM
SCREEN AREA: 1152 SQ IN
MAX TEMPERATURE: 160°F
MAX PRESSURE: 150 PSI
WEIGHT SHIPPED: ~360 LBS

SERVICE AREA
48.5" X 12.75"

HT-I-08-PE-S-G